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Abstract—We present a novel method for real-time 3D facial
performance capture with consumer-level RGB-D sensors. Our
capturing system is targeted at robust and stable 3D face captur-
ing in the wild, in which the RGB-D facial data contain noise,
imperfection and occlusion, and often exhibit high variability
in motion, pose, expression and lighting conditions, thus posing
great challenges. The technical contribution is a self-supervised
deep learning framework, which is trained directly from raw
RGB-D data. The key novelties include: (1) learning both the core
tensor and the parameters for refining our parametric face model;
(2) using vertex displacement and UV map for learning surface
detail; (3) designing the loss function by incorporating temporal
coherence and same identity constraints based on pairs of RGB-D
images and utilizing sparse norms, in addition to the conventional
terms for photo-consistency, feature similarity, regularization as
well as geometry consistency; and (4) augmenting the training
data set in new ways. The method is demonstrated in a live
setup that runs in real-time on a smartphone and an RGB-D
sensor. Extensive experiments show that our method is robust to
severe occlusion, fast motion, large rotation, exaggerated facial
expressions and diverse lighting.
Index Terms—facial performance capture, self-supervised
learning, convolutional neural networks
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the problem of real-time, high-quality
3D facial performance capture in unconstrained environment
using a consumer-level RGB-D sensor. Note that 3D face
capture from RGB videos has been well studied [54], [17],
[11], [10], but real-time RGB based methods still have difficulty
to achieve high-quality and robust facial performance capture
due to limited information from the input RGB images (see
Fig. 8). RGB-D sensors, on the other hand, provide not only
appearance information but also depth information that is robust
to illumination changes and occlusions. Hence RGB-D based
capturing has recently received increasing attention, especially
with consumer-grade depth cameras becoming popular. For
example, some newly released smart phones like Apple’s
iPhone X are equipped with an RGB-D camera, which
stimulates the call for more efficient and pragmatic RGB-
D face capturing solutions on mobile devices. While smart
phones require minimal hardware setup, their acquisition is
likely in unconstrained environment and their computation
power is limited, which pose technical challenges. Therefore
the problem of developing real-time, high-quality 3D face
capture in unconstrained environment is of great interest and its
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solution will facilitate various applications such as personalized
gaming, make-up apps, social media and telepresence at the
consumer-level.
Since Weise et al. [58] presented a seminal work for real-
time facial performance capture based on RGB-D camera,
several enhancements have been proposed [7], [32], [13],
[53]. However, a few limitations exist in these works. First,
the tracking and reconstruction is formulated as a non-linear
optimization problem and consequently real time performance
can only be achieved on PC, but not on mobile devices,
as pointed out in [53]. Second, a parametric model defined
based on a fixed PCA (Principal Component Analysis) basis
is used for either identity [58], [7], [32] or both identity and
expression [53]. Such a parametric model may not match the
test 3D face well. Thus personalized blendshape is built to
better represent the test 3D face, which requires user-specific
calibration or manual assistance. Third, since the low rank
representations only capture the basic shape of the face, the
reconstructed face usually lacks facial detail such as wrinkles.
Our work is inspired by the great success of deep learning
technology, particularly convolution neural networks (CNN),
which has caused paradigm-shift in many research fields due
to its powerfulness in data-driven modelling. Deep learning is
very suitable for applications that involve complex optimization
but require fast processing speed, since learning based solutions
can shift complex optimization to the offline training stage
while the online inference stage can be very fast. Recently,
deep learning based methods have been proposed for 3D face
reconstruction based on RGB inputs. [41] and [20] propose a
coarse-to-fine network architecture where a coarse-scale CNN
is trained to regress the parameters of a parametric face model
and a fine-scale CNN is trained to recover the face detail. [52]
proposes an unsupervised CNN structure including a CNN
encoder and a fixed rendering module as decoder and trains
the structure end-to-end for 3D face reconstruction from RGB
input. [51] further improves the reconstruction accuracy by
learning the corrective basis from sparsely labeled in-the-wild
images.
Despite the great progress, learning based RGB methods
still inherit the limitations from traditional optimization based
RGB methods. For example, RGB-based methods only have
appearance information and they cannot perform well or even
fail in dark environment, while RGB-D based methods can
still work as shown in Fig. 8. With the help of additional depth
information, RGB-D based methods could achieve better and
more robust performance, compared to RGB-based methods.
Motivated by these observations, we aim to introduce a CNN
based solution with RGB-D data.
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2Figure 1: Left: A snapshot of our developed real-time RGB-D 3D face capture system in a live setup; Right: several 3D face
reconstruction results with RGB-D data under unconstrained environment. Our method is the first deep learning based 3D face
capture work on RGB-D inputs. Our trained model can quickly regress the face shape, albedo, lighting and pose information
from the input RGB-D image, which achieves more than 25 fps on Huawei Kirin 970 processor, while none of the existing
RGB-D methods can run in real-time on mobile devices.
It is however non-trivial to either convert existing optimiza-
tion based RGB-D methods to learning-based approaches or
extend existing deep learning based RGB face capture methods
to RGB-D scenarios. For example, [20] requires to synthesize a
large number of photo-realistic face images with corresponding
3D geometry information based on inverse rendering in order
to train their coarse-scale CNN and fine-scale CNN in a fully
supervised manner. Nevertheless, synthesizing another large
set of RGB-D photo-realistic face images with high-quality
3D geometry information would be too time-consuming.
In this paper, we propose a CNN framework for real-time
RGB-D based 3D face capture. The framework follows the
coarse-to-fine network architecture and consists of a medium-
scale CNN to regress a medium-scale face model and a fine-
scale CNN to recover the surface details. Both CNN models are
trained in a completely self-supervised manner in that the face
shape and details are automatically learned from large-scale
unlabelled RGB-D data. Different from existing methods which
use a fixed PCA basis for the parametric model, our method
learns both the basis and the parameters during training. This
novel approach greatly improves the reconstruction accuracy.
To make the tracking process stable, our medium-scale CNN
incorporates optical flow between two adjacent frames and
the same identity constraint for any frame pairs of the same
person during training for temporal coherence. To improve the
robustness, we augment the input training data with scaling,
occlusions, etc, while the images used in the loss function are
still the original RGB-D images. In this way, our trained model
is robust to fast moving, large poses, different expressions,
different lighting conditions, and large occlusions. For the
fine-scale CNN, we represent surface details as per-vertex
displacements along the normal direction instead of per-pixel
depth displacements in [41], which is more effective for the
final 3D mesh representation, and use the UV map to facilitate
the CNN-based surface detail refinement. Moreover, we adopt
the second-order SH to model lighting in our unsupervised
learning, which can reconstruct more accurate geometry details.
To sum up, the paper has the following major contributions:
• We propose a self-supervised CNN learning framework for
real-time 3D face capture. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first deep learning based method for 3D face
capture with RGB-D data. We collect a large RGB-D
dataset from a variety of identities with different facial
expressions, poses, and lighting conditions. This dataset
facilitates CNN learning in the field 1.
• Different from existing works that represent the parametric
face model with a fixed basis derived from 3DMM or
FaceWareHouse, we propose to learn both the basis (or
core tensor) and the coefficient parameters from the
large scale training data set. In this way, the refined
parametric face model can better capture the target 3D
face shape. Moreover, we extend our framework to the
scenario with RGB inputs, where our novel idea is to
use both RGB and depth during training while only
using RGB during testing for facial performance capture.
Specifically, during training we utilize the captured depth
data as an additional supervision information at the
output. Experiments show that such additional supervision
from depth greatly improves 3D face reconstruction
performance from RGB inputs.
• Apart from the geometry consistency, photo-consistency
and regularization, our training process also takes into
account other factors including temporal coherence and
same identity constraints, the use of sparse norms such
as `2,1 norm and `1 norm, and vertex displacement for
modeling surface details, which lead to robust and high-
quality tracking and reconstruction.
We have demonstrated our method in a live setup where the
hardware includes a Huawei Mate 10 smartphone and an RGB-
D camera as shown in Fig. 1. The experiments were conducted
with different subjects, diverse lighting conditions, challenging
head motions, exaggerated expressions and severe occlusions.
For all these test examples, our medium-scale reconstruction
can run on mobile devices with half-precision float in real time.
1We will release the dataset after clearance of copyright issues.
3The quantitative comparison with the state-of-the-art shows
that our method performs better.
II. RELATED WORK
Facial performance capture is a fundamental topic in com-
puter graphics and animation. It is well-established in the
film industry for animation production. There is rich literature
in this field. A nice overview of fundamental techniques for
performance-driven facial animation is given in [39], [63].
Traditional film and game production uses controlled studio
conditions for high-quality capturing. Facial makers [18],
[5] or calibrated camera arrays [8], [3] are also used for
producing robust features or high-quality data. Recently many
methods that are easily adaptable and suitable for consumer-
level applications are developed. This section briefly reviews
those techniques that are related to our work.
Facial Performance Capture from RGB Inputs. Monocular
RGB images or video can be easily obtained and many methods
have been proposed to reconstruct faces from monocular
RGB video. A popular way is to fit the input images using
a parametric face model such as the 3D Morphable Model
(3DMM) [6]. The reconstructed model can be further refined
by recovering 3D shape from shading variation [28], [27]. For
instance, in [16], a template is deformed to a 3D model created
by a binocular stereo approach. In [56], a blendshape model
is built and fitted to a monocular video off-line, and then the
surface detail is added by shading-based shape refinement under
general lighting conditions. [46] uses a similar approach and
refines the results by iteratively optimizing the large-scale facial
geometry and the fine-scale facial detail. [22] proposes to create
fully rigged, personalized 3D facial avatars from hand-held
video. The method performs the tracking and reconstruction
computation on PC though the input images are captured by
mobile devices. [17] fits a 3D face using a multi-layer approach
and extracts a high-fidelity parameterized 3D face rig that
contains a generative wrinkle formation model capturing the
person-specific idiosyncrasies. As the low-rank parametric face
model limits its expressiveness and ability to capture fine details,
[49] proposes to derive a person-specific face model from all
available images, and each frame of the video is recontructed
by a novel 3D optical flow approach coupled with shading cues.
In general, these methods work off-line and are not suitable
for real-time 3D facial performance capture.
To achieve real-time capturing, [11] presents a learning-based
regression approach to fit a generic identity and expression
model to an RGB face video on the fly. [59] extends it to run on
mobile devices at real-time frame rates by directly regressing
the head poses and expression coefficients in one-step. The
approach is also extended to include the learning of fine-scale
facial wrinkles [10]. [54] presents a method to jointly fit a
parametric model for identity, expression and skin reflectance
to the input color, which achieves real-time 3D face tracking
and facial reenactment while most of previous methods for
facial reenactment work offline [14], [15].
CNN-based 3D Face Reconstruction from RGB Inputs. Due
to the powerfulness of convolution neural networks, various
deep learning methods have been developed for 3D face
reconstruction, face alignment, face recognition and dense
facial correspondences from RGB images. Examples are [26],
[4], [62], [29], [34], [55], [25], [19], [60]. In these methods,
3D Morphable Model (3DMM) [6], [42] is used to represent
3D faces and CNN is applied to learn the 3DMM and pose
parameters. For unconstrained real-time 3D facial performance
capture, [44] presents a method through explicit semantic
segmentation in the RGB input. By a regression-based facial
tracking with segmented face images as training, uninterrupted
facial performance capture can be achieved. [40], [41] present
methods for 3D face reconstruction from an RGB image by
training a coarse-scale CNN in a fully supervised manner using
synthetic data to learn the 3DMM parameters and training a fine-
scale CNN in an unsupervised manner to regress per-pixel depth
displacement for detailed geometry with the first-order spherical
harmonics lighting model. [31] proposes to directly learn the
vertex positions from RGB images by building an initial PCA
basis. [20] proposes a fully supervised deep learning framework
for reconstructing a detailed 3D face from monocular RGB
video in real time. Unsupervised training has been proposed
by [52] using an analysis-by-synthesis energy function. [23]
proposes to directly regress volumes with CNN for a single
face image. While these CNN-based methods for 3D face
reconstruction from RGB images can achieve impressive real-
time performance, they have inherent limitations due to the
RGB inputs: easily affected by illumination; unable to handle
images captured in dark environment.
Facial Performance Capture from RGB-D Inputs. Com-
pared to RGB inputs, RGB-D inputs provide additional depth
information that benifits more robust facial performance capture
with better quality. In fact, Weise et al. [58] developed a
facial performance capture system that combines 3D and
2D non-rigid registration in optimization and achieves real-
time robust 3D face tracking. This system however needs to
build an accurate 3D expression blendshape by scanning and
processing a predefined set of facial expressions in advance.
[32] describes a system that only requires pre-building a neutral
face model, generates initial blendshapes using deformation
transfer [48], and then trains PCA-based correctives for the
blendshapes during tracking with examples obtained from per-
vertex Laplacian deformations. [7] introduces a calibration-
free system that requires no user-specific preprocessing by
jointly solving for a detailed 3D expression model of the
user and the corresponding dynamic tracking parameters via
an optimization procedure. [13] proposes an approach that
incrementally deforms a 3D template mesh model to best
match the input RGB-D data and facial landmarks detected
from the single RGB-D image. [21] presents a realtime facial
tracking system in unconstrained settings using a consumer-
level RGB-D sensor. The system personalizes the tracking
model on-the-fly by progressively refining the user’s identity,
expressions, and texture with reliable samples and temporal
filtering.
To generate high quality 3D face models from RGB-D data,
[33] proposes an approach consisting of two stages: offline
construction of personalized wrinkled blendshape and online
3D facial performance capturing. [53] presents a method that
reconstructs high-quality facial performance of each actor by
4jointly optimizing the unknown head pose, identity parameters,
facial expression parameters, face albedo values, and the
illumination. The method focuses on photo-realistic capture
and re-rendering of facial templates to achieve expression
transfer between real actors. Different from fitting the RGB-D
data to the parametric model, [35] proposes to divide the
input depth frame into several semantic regions and search
for the best matching shape for each region in database. The
reconstructed 3D mesh is constructed by combining the input
depth frame with the matched shapes in the database. [37]
proposes a direct approach that reconstructs and tracks the 3D
face without templates or prior models.
Compared to existing real-time RGB-D based methods,
which can only reconstruct a smooth 3D face in real time on
PC [53] due to complex optimization, our deep learning based
solution can achieve a similar quality reconstruction in real
time on mobile device or a fine-scale 3D face reconstruction
with geometry detail in real time on PC. This mainly owes
to deep learning paradigm, which shifts the complexity to
offline training while testing can be very fast. In addition, the
newly embedded NPU (Neural Processing Unit) chips at mobile
devices also greatly empower the computational capability of
mobile devices for deep learning. Compared to existing real-
time RGB based methods, our approach makes use of the
captured depth information for better self-supervision during
training, and can support both RGB-D and RGB inputs during
testing, which leads to more reliable and accurate 3D face
reconstruction.
III. FACE REPRESENTATION AND RENDERING
This section describes 3D face representation and the
rendering process used in our work.
A. Face Representation
The face is basically represented as a vector p =
[pT1 ,p
T
2 , · · · ,pTn ]T ∈ R3n via a mesh of n vertices vi
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) with fixed connectivity, where pi denotes
the position of vertex vi. A parametric face model is used
to specify the connectivity and geometry of the mesh, which
gives a low rank representation. Fine-scale facial geometry is
further added to refine the positions of vertices of the mesh.
Parametric Face Model. While many previous works use
3DMM as the parametric face model to encode 3D face
geometry and albedo, we encode facial identity and expression
with a bilinear face model based on FaceWareHouse [12]
similar to [11], which is shown to better represent 3D face
expressions. We collect the vertex coordinates of all face
meshes in FaceWarehouse into a third-order data tensor and
perform 2-mode SVD reduction along the identity mode
and the expression mode to derive a bilinear face model
that approximates the original dataset. Specifically, the facial
geometry is represented as:
p = Ar ×2 αid ×3 αexp, (1)
where Ar is the reduced core tensor computed from the
SVD reduction and αid ∈ R50, αexp ∈ R47 are identity and
expression coefficients that control the face shape. Following
[6], the facial albedo b is represented with PCA:
b = b¯ + Aalbαalb, (2)
where b¯ denotes average face albedo, Aalb denotes the principal
axes extracted from a set of textured 3D meshes, and αalb is
the albedo coefficient vector. To obtain the albedo basis, we
transfer the albedo basis from Basel Face Model (BFM) [38]
to the mesh representation of FaceWarehouse [12] by nonrigid
registration.
Fine-Scale Facial Geometry. While the parametric repre-
sentation captures global shape information of individuals, it
has difficulty in handling fine-level face details such as wrinkles
and folds. To alleviate this issue, we further encode fine-level
facial details by per-vertex displacements along vertex normals,
similar to the approach in [17].
B. Rendering Process
The rendering process of a face image depends on several
factors: face geometry, albedo, pose, lighting and camera
parameters. To generate a realistic synthetic image of a face, we
render the facial imagery using a standard perspective pinhole
camera, which can be parameterized as follows:
qi = Π(Rpi + t) (3)
where pi and qi are the locations of vertex vi in the world
coordinate system and in the image plane, respectively, R is the
rotation matrix constructed from Euler angles pitch, yaw, roll,
t is the translation vector and Π : R3 → R2 is a perspective
projection.
To model the lighting condition, we approximate the globe
illumination using the spherical harmonics (SH) basis func-
tions [36]. Furthermore, we assume that a face is a Lambertian
surface. Under this assumption, the irradiance of a vertex vi is
determined by vertex normal ni and scalar albedo bi:
I(ni, bi | γ) = bi
B2∑
k=1
γkφk(ni) = biφ(ni) · γ (4)
where φ(ni) = [φ1(ni), . . . , φB2(ni)]T is the SH basis
computed with normal ni, and γ = [γ1, . . . , γB2 ]T is the
SH coefficients. In this paper, we use the first three bands
(B = 3) of SHs for the illumination computation.
IV. PROPOSED CNN LEARNING FRAMEWORK FOR RGB-D
3D FACE CAPTURE
The overall pipeline of the proposed CNN learning frame-
work is shown in Fig. 2. The framework consists of two CNNs:
medium-scale CNN and fine-scale CNN. The medium-scale
CNN is to regress the medium-scale facial representation from
an input RGB-D frame and the fine-scale CNN is to regress
per-vertex displacements along vertex normals from the current
medium-scale reconstruction.
5Figure 2: The pipeline of our proposed CNN learning based
method for RGB-D 3D Face Capture. The medium-scale
CNN regresses the parametric face model and the parameters
including shape, pose, lighting and albedo. The fine-scale CNN
directly regresses a displacement for every vertex along the
vertex normal direction in the UV map domain.
A. Training Data Preparation
To train the medium-scale CNN, we capture RGB-D videos
of about 200 people with PrimeSense and about 400 people
with iPhone X. The average number of frames in each video
is around 500 and the total number of RGB-D training frames
is about 300K. The male-to-female ratio of our training data
is 1:1. About 60% are Chinese, 20% are Pakistanis/Bengalese,
and 20% are Europeans. The ages of people in training data
are mainly from 10 to 60. In each video, we capture the same
person with different expressions (smile, frown, mouth open,
etc) and poses under different lighting conditions (morning,
afternoon and evening). Fig. 3 shows samples of the captured
data. To train the fine-scale CNN, we only use the RGB-D
videos captured with iPhoneX because of its high-quality color
images, which are needed for shading-based surface detail
recovery.
The input RGB-D images fed to CNN need to be cropped
by the detected facial bounding boxes. Since both the crop
operation and the perspective projection (relative to camera
intrinsic parameters) are linear transformation, we adjust the
perspective projection to match the crop operation by changing
the known camera intrinsic parameters (focal length and
principle point). This is analogous to the process of training
images captured by different depth cameras (with different
intrinsic parameters) at the same time.
For depth information input, a straightforward way is to
directly feed the depth map to CNN. This, nevertheless, may
make CNN difficult to learn translation due to the lack of
camera intrinsic parameters. Another approach is to explicitly
feed both the depth map and camera intrinsic parameters to
CNN, by which the results are getting better, but they are not
good enough. Our approach is to convert the depth value at
every pixel to 3-channel point coordinates in the camera space
with the camera intrinsic parameters, before feeding it to CNN.
In this way, the network can directly infer Euler angles and the
translation vector from the 3-channel point coordinates. Our
experiments show that it achieves better results than the two
straightforward approaches.
For RGB images, we scale each color channel with a
randomly generated scalar s ∈ (0.5, 1.5) for data augmentation
of varying lighting conditions. We also randomly disturb the
Figure 3: Samples of the captured training data. We capture
each person with different poses and expressions under different
lighting conditions. The left two columns are RGB-D data
captured by PrimeSense camera, and the right two columns
are RGB-D data captured by iPhoneX.
Original Scaling Flip OcclusionCrop
Figure 4: Samples of different data augmentation results. The
first column is the original RGB-D data, and the remainings are
the augmentation images by random cropping, scaling, flipping
and occlusion separately.
crop operation of RGB-D images for robust and efficient
tracking, considering that for the sake of speedup a facial
bounding box is determined based on the regressed facial
parameters of the last frame rather than doing face detection
at each frame. To handle occluded faces, we capture 2000
RGB-D hand images. During training process, we randomly
simulate faces occluded by hands by translating the hands in
front of faces. This could be easily done since we have the
depth information. We then feed the simulated data into the
network for training. Note that although the input are occluded
faces, we use original RGB-D images as supervision when
computing the loss functions. Fig. 4 shows samples of the
proposed data augmentation.
B. Medium-Scale CNN
The medium-scale CNN is targeted at the medium-
scale geometry. That is, given an RGB-D image as
input, our medium-scale modeling network regresses
6Figure 5: An overview of our medium-scale network training
architecture. The network is always trained on a pair of RGB-D
frames to enforce temporal coherence and identity consistency.
For each RGB-D frame, the RGB features and XYZ features
are concatenated after the third inception module. The loss
function includes both the “Single Loss” and the “Pair Loss”
defined in Eq. (5).
the reduced core tensor Ar and the parameter set
χ = {αid,αexp,αalb, pitch, yaw, roll, t, r}, where r =
(γTr ,γ
T
g ,γ
T
b )
T denotes the SH illumination coefficients of
RGB channels.
The medium-scale network training architecture is shown in
Fig. 5. Our training architecture has two characteristics. The
first one is that we always use a pair of RGB-D frames to train
the network. This enforces temporal coherence and identity
consistency across individual frames. Though it seems that
there are two streams in the network training architecture for
each of the two RGB-D frames respectively, the two streams
are actually sharing the same network.
The second characteristic is that for each RGB-D frame, the
RGB channels and the 3-channel point coordinates (converted
from depth) go through different networks first and their
features are later concatenated for the parameter regression.
Such RGB-D learning structure has been proven better than
directly concatenating RGB-D data at the input [57].
Our overall loss function for training can be written as
Eloss = Egeo + wcolEcol + wlanElan + wregEreg︸ ︷︷ ︸
Single Loss
+wflowEflow + wsameEsame︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pair Loss
(5)
where the first four terms are to measure how well the regressed
parameters explain the input RGB-D observations from each
frame, the last two terms Eflow and Esame are to measure how
well the parameters of two adjacent frames match the optical
flow between them and how close the identity and albedo
parameters are between any two frames from the same video,
respectively, and wcol, wlan, wreg, wflow and wsame are tuning
weights compensating for scaling of the terms. During training,
we sample both pairs of adjacent frames and pairs of non-
adjacent frames, where Eflow is only applied to adjacent frames
to ensure temporal smoothness and Esame is applied to all pairs
of frames so as to ensure identity consistency even across a
long time span. In the following, we formulate each term of
(5) in detail.
Geometry Terms. We use two terms to measure how well
the reconstructed mesh matches the input depth frame:
Egeo(χ) = wppEpp(χ) + wpsEps(χ) (6)
where wpp and wps are tuning weights. The first term in (6)
is the point-to-point distances of back-projected 3D points
between the real depth map and the rendered depth map:
Epp(χ) =
1
|F|
∑
m∈F
‖psyn(m)− preal(m′)‖2, (7)
where ‖ · ‖2 is the `2,1 norm, F is the set of all visible pixels,
psyn(m) and preal(m′) are the back-projected locations of pixel
m in the rendered depth map and pixel m′ in the real depth map,
respectively, where m′ is the pixel in the real depth map whose
back-projected location is closest to m’s. For computational
efficiency, we search for m′ in a [−5, 5] × [−5, 5] neighbor
region of m. To get the set of all visible pixels F , we do
rasterization with the current geometry and pose. The second
term in (6) evaluates the point-to-surface distance:
Eps(χ) =
1
|F|
∑
m∈F
|nTreal(m′)(psyn(m)− preal(m′))|, (8)
where nreal(m′) is the normal of pixel m′ computed based
on the neighboring pixels in the real depth map. It is worth
pointing out that (7) and (8) are formulated in `2,1 norm and `1
norm respectively, which improve the resistance to noise and
outliers that often exist in the captured depth maps. Note that
the optimization of the geometry term is actually a non-rigid
sparse ICP procedure. Based on the correspondence between
the current 3D face mesh and the input point cloud, we update
the rigid (rotation and translation) and non-rigid (identity and
expression parameters) in backpropagation during training. This
process is iterated until convergence.
Color Term. The color term evaluates how well the rendered
face image based on the regressed parameters matches the input
RGB image:
Ecol(χ) =
1
|F|
∑
m∈F
‖Isyn(m)− Ireal(m)‖2, (9)
where Isyn(m) and Ireal(m) are the synthetic color and the real
color at pixel m, respectively. We also use the `2,1 norm for
robustness since we do not account for specular reflection and
person-specific albedo, which are considered as outliers in our
model.
Landmark Term. The landmark term measures how close
the projected vertices are to the corresponding landmarks in
the input image. Moreover, for better handling expressions
with eye movement, we add a term measuring the change of
7the distance between upper and lower eyelids. Specifically, the
landmark term is formulated as:
Elan(χ) =
1
|L|
∑
i∈L
‖qi −Π(Rpi + t)‖2
+ 1|LP|
∑
(i,j)∈LP
‖(qi − qj)− (Π(Rpi + t)−Π(Rpj + t))‖2,
(10)
where L is the set of landmarks, qi is a detected landmark
position in the input image, pi is the corresponding vertex
location in the 3D mesh, (i, j) is a pair of points on the upper
and lower eyelids, and LP is the set of all the eyelid pairs. We
adopt the method proposed in [9] to detect facial landmarks and
then manually refine the landmarks along the contour of mouth
and eyes. During training, half of the contour landmark points
are discarded according to the currently regressed yaw angle
since the key points on the left (right) contour are invisible
when people turn left (right).
Regularization Term. The regularization term aims to
ensure that the parameters of the regressed parametric face
model are plausible:
Ereg(χ) =
50∑
i=1
(
αid,i
σid,i
)2
+
50∑
i=1
(
αalb,i
σalb,i
)2
+
47∑
i=1
(
αexp,i
σexp,i
)2
,
(11)
where σs are the standard deviations of the corresponding prin-
cipal directions. In this work, we use 50 principal components
for albedo, 50 for identity and 47 for expression.
Temporal Coherence Term. Note that the above four
terms are frame-to-frame independent. To account for temporal
coherence between frames for stable tracking, additional terms
are needed. To this end, we introduce a temporal coherence
term that measures how well the moving flow of the projected
mesh matches the optical flow between two adjacent RGB
frames:
Eflow(χn, χn−1) =
1
|F|
∑
m∈F
‖(Prn(p)−Prn−1(p))−f(m)‖22,
(12)
where χn and χn−1 are the regressed parameters for the
current frame and the previous frame respectively, p is the
corresponding position on the 3D mesh for pixel m by
barycentric interpolation of the three vertices of the underlying
triangle, Prn(p) and Prn−1(p) are the projections of p on
the image plane for the current frame and the previous frame
respectively, and f(m) is the optical flow at pixel m. We
compute the dense optical flow using the method of [61]. Note
that we compute optical flow before data augmentation, and
thus we can obtain accurate optical flow for the augmented
dark facial images.
Same Identity Term. When tracking the same person,
identical identity and albedo parameters for different frames
are expected. However, since identity and expression are not
totally independent in the parametric face model, the identity
parameters of the same person at different frames might vary
during the tracking process. To alleviate this problem, we
include an identity term to ensure the consistency of the identity
and albedo parameters of the same person:
Esame(χn1 , χn2) =
(‖αid,n1 −αid,n2‖22 + ‖αalb,n1 −αalb,n2‖22) ,
(13)
where n1 and n2 are any two frames of the same person,
including non-adjacent frames.
Learning Bilinear Face Model. Note that the bilinear face
model Ar defined in (1) is constructed by performing 2-mode
SVD reduction from the FaceWareHouse dataset [12]. Although
the SVD reduction is a good way to extract the low-dimensional
facial model, it is not necessarily optimal. Moreover, it may
not work well for faces that do not belong to the types included
in the FaceWareHouse dataset. For this reason, we propose not
to fix the reduced core tensor, but to further refine it with our
collected large-scale training dataset. Our strategy is to use a
dictionary learning process [1], where estimating the parameters
of the parametric face model is a coding step and refining the
core tensor is a dictionary update step. Specifically, we denote
by A′r the refined core tensor that is assumed to better represent
the middle-level geometry, and add the following term to (5):
EregA(A
′
r) = wAreg‖A′r−Ar‖2+wAsmo‖4(A′r−Ar)‖2, (14)
where 4(A′r − Ar) is the Laplacian computed on a mesh
of 3 × 50 × 47 dimensions, and wAreg and wAsmo are tuning
weights. In particular, we create a ‘geometry’ layer before
the loss layer, where we set A′r as the ‘weights’ (learnable
parameters), identity and expression parameters as the input
and the output is the reconstructed 3D geometry. When
learning A′r from the amended (5), we keep parameters χ
fixed (set learning rate to zero for convolutional layers) and
update A′r using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).
Remarks: We would like to point out that the first four terms
in (5) are in principle similar to those used in the optimization-
based method [53]. However, there are a few fundamental
differences. First, we use either `2,1 norm or `1 norm for the
first two terms in (5), while [53] uses `2 norm in order to
achieve the real-time requirement. Using `2,1 norm and `1
norm makes our method more robust to the input depth noise
and the imperfection of the parametric facial model. Second,
although [53] jointly optimizes facial identity and reflectance
on a short control sequence, the temporal coherence between
adjacent two frames (e.g. optical flow) is not considered. We
add the temporal coherence constraint via the pair loss which
helps to improve the tracking stability. The last but most
important one is that we refine the core tensor during CNN
training in addition to regressing the model parameters, which
greatly improves the reconstruction accuracy. Moreover, the key
insight here is that our solution is a learning based approach,
which can afford to use more sophisticated loss terms during
offline training without affecting the real-time performance
during online inference. In contrast, the existing optimization-
based real-time RGB-D solutions can only use simple terms and
less constraints in order to achieve the real-time requirement,
not to mention that they do not reconstruct fine-scale 3D facial
details.
C. Fine-Scale CNN
The purpose of the fine-scale CNN is to refine the surface
details of the medium-scale face mesh obtained from the
medium-scale CNN. [31] proposes a CNN framework to
8directly learn vertex positions from RGB images, but the
method needs ground-truth vertex positions for fully supervised
learning and a per-user calibration for building an initial PCA
basis, which needs to be retrained for each new identity. In
addition, using a fully connected layer to regress all vertex
positions in [31] is neither efficient nor reasonable, considering
that there is a large number of vertices (say, 47954 vertices)
and each vertex is only dependent of its neighbor vertices.
[41] and [20] regress a per-pixel depth displacement map in
an unsupervised and supervised manner, respectively, to refine
facial surface details. Although the representation of the per-
pixel depth displacement map is quite convenient for CNN
learning, it does not align with the 3D face mesh representation
and it only refines the geometry of a particular view.
In this work, we make use of shading information, which
is related to the surface normal whose variance intrinsically
reflects the local high-frequency shape changes, to learn a
displacement for every vertex along the vertex normal direction
for fine-scale face modeling. Considering that the conventional
CNN learning prefers inputs and outputs in a regular grid, we
parameterize the 3D face mesh to a UV map, which is done by
minimizing the symmetric Dirichlet energy [47], and regress
the displacements in the UV map domain. Specifically, the
input to the fine-scale CNN is a four-dimensional map in the
UV domain, where each UV pixel contains the intensity value
and the XYZ coordinates of the corresponding 3D point on
the reconstructed medium-level 3D face mesh. The output to
the fine-scale CNN is another UV map, where each UV pixel
contains one scalar value representing the predicted normal-
direction displacement for the corresponding 3D point on the
face mesh. In this way, we can use a pixel-to-pixel network
structure, which is more efficient and better preserves local
information. Fig. 6 gives examples of the input intensity image
and the XYZ image parameterized on the UV domain, where
the resolution of UV map is 450× 450.
We denote by d the output UV map containing the dis-
placements of all pixels and we define our loss function for
fine-scale CNN based on shape from shading. The function is
a sum of a shading term Esh(d), a regularization term Esm(d)
and a temporal coherence term Ecl(dn,dn-1), each of which
is explained below.
Shading Term. Considering that in a triangular mesh a face
has well-defined normal compared to vertices, we define our
shading term based on faces rather than vertices:
Esh(d) = wface
∑
i∈T ‖I(ni|bi, γ)− ci‖2
+wedge
∑
i
⋂
j∈E ‖(I(ni|bi, γ)− I(nj |bj , γ))− (ci − cj)‖2,
(15)
where wface, wedge are tuning weights, T is the set of all
triangles in the 3D face mesh, E is the set of all edges, ci
is the intensity value at the center of triangle i sampled by
projecting the 3D face mesh onto the image plane and bilinearly
interpolating neighbor pixels, and I(ni|bi, γ) is the predicted
intensity with the current normal ni given the obtained albedo
bi and the SH lighting coefficients γ. Note that ni is indirectly
affected by the UV displacement map d. That is, given the
fine-scale CNN output d, we update the vertex positions of
the 3D face mesh accordingly, based on which we then update
Figure 6: Examples of the input intensity image and the
XYZ image parameterized in the UV domain for fine-scale
CNN. From top to bottom: original face images, parameterized
intensity images and parameterized XYZ images.
triangle normals ni and compute (15).
Regularization Term. We regularize the face mesh to be
smooth and close to the reconstructed mesh in medium-scale
level by minimizing the `2,1 norm of Laplacian vectors and
the `2 norm of d respectively:
Esm(d) = wsm
∑
vi∈V
‖4pi‖2 + wmi‖d‖22, (16)
where wsm and wmi are tuning weights, V is the set of all
vertices, and pi is the position of vertex vi.
Temporal Coherence Term. Similar to the medium-scale
face modeling, we also add a temporal coherence term that
measures the difference of triangle normals between two
adjacent frames:
Ecl(dn,dn-1) = wcl
∑
i∈T
‖nn,i − nn−1,i‖22, (17)
where wcl is a tuning weight, and nn,i and nn−1,i are the unit
normals of triangle i in the current frame and the previous
frame, respectively.
D. Extensions to RGB Based Facial Performance Capture
It is worth pointing out that our CNN framework is very
flexible. Though it is designed for facial performance capture
with an RGB-D camera, we can easily extend it to facial
performance capture with only RGB input. The novel idea
here is that to use both RGB and depth data during training
while using only RGB data during testing. Specifically, during
training, we use RGB data as input to match the testing scenario
while using the additional depth information as supervision
at the output, i.e. keeping similar RGB-D terms in the loss
function. This is very different from the existing deep learning
based 3D face reconstruction methods from RGB images, where
only RGB images are used in both training and testing. Our
9experiments show that the addition supervision from depth
during training delivers better reconstruction results.
Particularly, we train a model with only RGB images as
input but still keep the depth related terms in the loss function
to guide the CNN model. Our initial attempt is to adopt the
same loss function as that in the scenario with RGB-D input.
However, the loss of the geometry terms cannot converge since
it is not easy to accurately estimate the real-world translation
through CNN with only RGB image input. Therefore, rather
than using the point-to-point distance and the point-to-surface
distance in (6), we use the normal-to-normal distance between
the real depth map and the rendered depth map, which is
defined as:
En(χ) =
1
|F|
∑
m∈F
‖nsyn(m)− nreal(m′)‖2, (18)
where ‖ · ‖2 is the `2,1 norm, F is the set of all visible pixels,
m′ is the pixel in the real depth map whose back-projected
location is closest to m, and nsyn(m) and nreal(m′) are the
unit normals of the rendered depth map at pixel m and the
real depth map at pixel m′, respectively.
V. RESULTS
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of our
learning based 3D face capture method in different aspects,
and then compare it with state-of-the-art methods.
Implementation. We train our CNNs based on Caffe [24].
For training the medium-scale neural network, we first use
the landmark term and the regularization term to do an initial
alignment, and then add other terms for a dense alignment.
When feeding the input image into the network, we crop the
face region to 224 × 224 with bilinear interpolation. In the
testing process, the face region of the first frame is generated
by face detection, and the bounding box of any other frame is
automatically obtained according to the predicted landmarks
by projecting the reconstructed 3D mesh of the previous frame.
For the medium-scale CNN, we use GoogLenet [50] structure
and concatenate the RGB features and XYZ features after the
third inception module. For the fine-scale CNN, we use U-
Net [43] structure. We train our networks using Adam solver
with the mini-batch size of 50 for both networks. We train the
medium-scale CNN by iteratively updating the convolutional
layers with 20K iterations and the parametric model A′r with
20K iterations, and the total number of iterations is 200K. The
fine-scale CNN is trained with 30K iterations. The weights for
loss functions including wpp, wps, wcol, wlan, wreg, wflow, wsame,
wAreg, wAsmo. wface,wedge, wsm, wmi and wcl are empirically set
to 2, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0001, 1000, 2000, 0.1, 1, 0.1, 0.02 and
0.01, respectively.
Our CNN based 3D face reconstruction and tracking are
implemented in C++ and tested on various RGB-D sequences.
We conduct experiments on a desktop PC with a quad-core Intel
CPU i7, 4GB RAM and NVIDIA GTX 1070 GPU. Besides,
we also export our trained medium-scale CNN to HUAWEI
Mate 10 mobile device, which is with Kirin 970 NPU (FP16
1.92 TFLOP) and Octa-core CPU (4x2.4 GHz Cortex-A73 &
4x1.8 GHz Cortex-A53). As for the running time for each
frame, on the PC, it takes 9ms for medium-scale CNN and
14ms for fine-scale CNN. On HUAWEI Mate 10 smartphone,
on average our medium-scale CNN takes around 33 ms for
one frame with half-precision float. Note that our fine-scale
CNN cannot achieve real-time computation on the smartphone,
but on the common PC we demonstrate that the combination
of both medium-scale CNN and fine-scale CNN can be run
in real time. Since this paper focuses on real-time 3D face
reconstruction and tracking on mobile devices, in the following
without specification the results of our method refer to the
results of our medium-scale CNN, which can be run on mobile
devices in real time.
A. Evaluation of Our Method
Robustness. Fig. 7 shows the reconstructed 3D faces of
our medium-scale CNN model on sampled RGB-D frames
with large poses, different expressions, motion blur, different
lighting conditions and occlusions. The accompanying video
shows the tracking results of the complete sequences. With the
additional depth information, our method is more robust than
the RGB based methods. As shown in Fig. 8, the state-of-the-
art RGB-based methods cannot perform well or even fail to
reconstruct the 3D face with the RGB images captured in dark
environment, while our method with RGB-D input can still
reconstruct the 3D face shape well thanks to the additional
depth information.
The reconstruction result comparison between with and
without occlusion data agumentation is shown in Fig. 9, and it
shows that the mouth part is distored if the training data set
does not include occlusions, while our method could achieve
better results. From these experiments, we can observe that our
method is robust to these challenging scenarios, which is mainly
due to a diversity of identities, poses, expressions and lighting
conditions contained in our large-scale training data set. To
further improve the robustness, we also do data augmentation
including random cropping and scaling, flipping and occlusion
simulation during training. With these diverse data and our
carefully designed training strategies, we successfully train a
powerful and robust model offline, which can then be run in
real time during the inference stage. Note that Thies et al. [53]
cannot handle very fast head motion and dark environments,
as pointed out in their paper.
Generalization Ability. Although our medium-scale CNN
model is trained with the RGB-D data captured by PrimeSense
camera and iPhoneX, it can be applied to other RGB-D
cameras. We test our trained medium-scale CNN model with
different depth cameras including Kinect (V1), PrimeSene,
Intel RealSense F200, and iPhone-X. Fig. 10 shows the 3D
reconstruction results with different sensors on the same person.
It can be observed that the reconstruction results across different
sensors are consistent.
Temporal Coherence. We demonstrate the advantage of the
temporal coherence term in (12) in the medium-scale CNN
training by comparing the tracking results between the models
trained with and without the temporal coherence term. We
apply both methods on an RGB-D sequence containing 100
frames of a face (kept as static as possible) and evaluate the
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Figure 7: Reconstruction results of our medium-scale CNN
model on sampled RGB-D frames with large poses, different
expressions, motion blur, different lighting conditions and
occlusions. For every three rows from top to bottom: input
face images, reconstructed 3D meshes overlayed with input
point clouds, reconstructed 3D meshes overlayed with input
images.
vertex displacements of the reconstructed 3D face of each frame
w.r.t the mean 3D face averaged over all the reconstructions.
The average vertex displacements of each frame are shown
in Fig. 11. It can be observed that the reconstruction results
with the temporal coherence term are more stable than those
without the temporal coherence term.
Reconstruction Quality of Medium-scale CNN. Fig. 12
gives a few examples of the reconstructed 3D meshes and
the corresponding geometry fitting errors. Geometry fitting
error is defined as the point-to-point distance between the
Figure 8: Comparisons with the RGB-based methods [23], [45]
on the inputs captured in dark environment. Note that the input
to [23], [45] is an RGB image, and the input of our method
here includes a pair of RGB and depth images.
Figure 9: Reconstruction results of our medium-scale CNN
model trained without and with occlusion data augmentation.
On the top are input RGB images and depth clouds, on the
bottom are the results without (left) and with (right) occlusion
data augmentation.
reconstructed 3D mesh and the input point cloud. Here, we
show the fitting results of not only our medium-scale CNN
model but also a trained model that is almost the same as the
medium-scale CNN model except that it does not optimize
the tensor A′r. We test our method on an RGB-D sequence
including 150 frames, and the mean and standard deviation
values of the geometry fitting errors are 2.33 mm / 0.45 mm
and 1.91 mm / 0.23 mm for the models without and with
optimizing A′r, respectively. Fig. 12 shows three frames of the
RGB-D sequence, and we can observe that the geometry fitting
errors are reduced significantly with the help of A′r. We also
evaluate our method on a large-scale test set including 152
people and 73580 RGB-D images, and the mean and standard
deviation values of the geometry fitting errors between our
reconstructed results and the input point clouds are 1.83mm /
0.74mm.
Our method also works well for subtle expressions like
mouth and eye movements, as shown in Fig. 13. This is due to
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Kinect V1 PrimeSense RealSense F200 iPhoneX
Figure 10: Our trained medium-scale CNN model works well
for different types of depth cameras.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the average vertex displacement
results (w.r.t the mean 3D face averaged over all the reconstruc-
tions) between the models trained with and without the temporal
coherence term. We can see that the temporal coherence
term (12) leads to more stable tracking results. With (12):
mean 0.28 and std 0.12. Without (12): mean 0.39 and std 0.16.
two reasons. First, we learn to refine the bilinear face tensor to
better fit the scanned RGB-D data, which significantly improves
the expression ability. Second, we add the distance constraint
in Eq. 10 to improve the shape on the ‘eye’ parts.
Reconstruction Quality of Fine-scale CNN. Fig. 14 com-
pares the 3D reconstruction results of our medium-scale model
and our fine-scale model. It can be seen that compared to
the medium-scale CNN, the fine-scale CNN recovers more
fine geometric details such as wrinkles. This is because our
fine-scale CNN is able to directly add the geometry details
Figure 12: Comparisons of the 3D reconstruction and tracking
results without and with optimizing A′r. From top to bottom:
input color image and point cloud, reconstructed 3D meshes
and geometry fitting errors. Left: results without optimizing
A′r. Right: results with optimizing A
′
r. Mean and standard
deviations of the geometry fitting errors are 2.33 mm / 0.45
mm without optimizing A′r and 1.91 mm / 0.23 mm with
optimizing A′r. The mean and standard deviation values are
computed on 150 models, and here we show three examples.
Figure 13: Reconstruction results for subtle expressions like
mouth and eye movements.
to the mesh vertices via regressing the displacements along
each vertex normal according to shape-from-shading with the
second-order SH lighting model.
B. Comparisons with State-of-the-Art Approaches
In this subsection, we compare our trained medium-scale
CNN model with the following state-of-the-art approaches
which can also reconstruct 3D faces from an RGB-D camera
in real time.
[53]. - This method achieves the state-of-the-art performance
on real-time 3D face reconstruction and tracking from a single
RGB-D camera. It basically recovers 3D face geometry, albedo
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Figure 14: Comparisons of the 3D reconstruction results of our
medium-scale model and our fine-scale model. From top to
bottom: input images, results of our medium-scale CNN, and
results of our fine-scale CNN. The geometric details recovered
by our fine-scale model are more obviously observed.
and lighting from an RGB-D sequence simultaneously by
solving an optimization problem. It achieves real-time tracking
on a desktop PC with the help of GPU computing. Fig. 15
shows some reconstruction results, and the full comparisons on
all the video frames are given in the accompanying video. Our
results are comparable to them, while our method can run on
mobile device in real time. Note that we only have the video
sequence used in [53], but not the reconstructed 3D meshes.
Thus we cannot compare the geometry fitting errors with [53].
For the video sequence of 600 frames (see the supplementary
video), our method achieves the geometry fitting errors with
mean / standard deviation of 2.29 mm/0.20 mm, which are
comparable to the final results of 2.26 mm/0.27 mm reported
in [53].
[11]. - This method learns the 3D face shape parameters
from a single RGB video stream. We compare our method
with it on the test examples used in [53]. While our method
takes as input the RGB-D data and the camera parameters, the
method of [11] only uses the RGB data to regress the shape
parameters and the camera parameter. As shown in Fig. 15, our
method outputs better shapes especially for the frames with
expressions.
ARKit. - Apple Inc recently released ARKit [2], which
has the feature of capturing a user’s 3D face with iPhone X
smartphone. We compare our reconstruction results with those
obtained by the Face Mesh tool in MeasureKit 2, where all
face data comes directly from ARKit. Both methods take the
RGB-D data scanned by iPhone X as input. We quantitatively
evaluate the geometry accuracy of both methods, which is
defined as the point-to-point distance between a reconstruction
mesh and the corresponding ground-truth geometry captured
2https://measurekit.com/
O
u
rs
[1
1]
[5
3]
Figure 15: Comparisons with [11] and [53]. From top to bottom:
input color sequence, results of [11] (RGB input), results of [53]
(RGB-D input), and our result (RGB-D input).
by Range 7 3D Scanner [30]. Note that we only compare the
facial part since the laser scanner fails to capture hair. To align
the reconstructed 3D face model with the ground-truth 3D point
cloud, we first manually label several landmarks to do rigid
registration and then apply dense ICP for dense registration.
From Fig. 16, we can see that the geometry produced by
our method is visually comparable or better than ARKit. The
fitting errors in mean and standard deviation of our method
and ARKit against the ground-truth geometry are also given
for the examples in Fig. 16, where our method obtains smaller
fitting errors than ARKit.
We also compare our method with ARKit for the scenario
with only RGB input during testing, where we call ARKit on
iPhone-X with only RGB information by disabling the depth
camera, and apply it on the same examples in Fig. 16. Our
method with RGB inputs gives fitting errors in mean/standard
deviation: 1.72/1.46 mm, 1.83/1.89 mm and 2.02/1.58 mm
respectively for the three examples in Fig. 16, while ARKit
with RGB inputs gives errors: 1.81/1.69 mm, 2.32/2.12 mm
and 2.27/2.17 mm.
Other RGB-based methods. - We also compare our method
with the state-of-the-art RGB-based methods [23], [45] by
using the source codes provided by the authors. These RGB-
based methods only use RGB information, while our method
takes the additional depth information, which is used only in
training but not in testing, for better self-supervised learning.
We compute the fitting error by aligning the reconstructed
meshes with the scanned point cloud. It can be observed
from Fig. 17 that our method achieves the best reconstruction
quality due to the additional depth supervision. These example
demonstrates that even rough depth data captured by consumer-
grade depth cameras can significantly improve the face capture
performance.
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1.81/1.69 1.52/1.45 1.72/1.46 1.48/1.32
2.32/2.12 1.42/1.30 1.83/1.89 1.38/1.48
2.27/2.17 1.67/1.37 2.02/1.58 1.61/1.50
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Figure 16: Comparisons with ARKit. 1st column: ground-
truth geometry captured by Range 7 3D Scanner and input
images. 2nd column: results of ARKit with only RGB input and
geometry accuracy (w.r.t. ground-truth geometry). 3rd column:
results of ARKit with RGB-D input. 4th column: results of our
method with RGB input. 5th column: results of our method
with RGB-D input. The error map images show the fitting
error between the reconstructed models and the groundtruth
models. The mean / standard deviations of errors (mm) are
listed at the bottom.
VI. DISCUSSION&CONCLUSION
We have presented an RGB-D deep learning method for
3D facial performance capture, which is able to run on
mobile devices and achieves high-quality, robust, and real-
time performance even under the scenarios with large poses,
different facial expressions, motion blur and diverse lighting
conditions. The underlying technique is a self-supervised
CNN framework that trains a medium-scale CNN and a
fine-scale CNN directly from RGB-D raw face data. The
framework is flexible to support facial performance capture
with RGB-D or RGB input during testing. The key technical
novelties lie in the training of the parametric face model,
which learns both the core tensor and the model parameters,
the use of UV map and vertex displacement for CNN-based
surface detail refinement, and the elaborately-designed loss
function. In particular, considerable efforts have been put into
devising the terms for the loss functions and integrating various
components to achieve efficient and robust training of the
4.16/3.01mm 5.81/3.29mm 3.65/2.64mm
2.00/1.93mm 2.22/1.84mm 2.25/2.06mm
0mm
10mm
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2.28/1.97mm 3.16/2.22mm
3.37/2.73mm
3.27/2.38mm
[2
3]
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Figure 17: Comparisons with the RGB-based methods [23],
[45]. From top to bottom: input facial images and scanned
point clouds, results of [45], results of [23], results of ours
(RGB) and results of ours (RGB-D input). The mean/std error
to scanned point clouds is show on the bottom of each error
map. Note that [23], [45] use only RGB information while our
method (RGB) also uses depth information in training although
not in testing.
networks. Experiments show that our method is suitable for
consumer-level RGB-D sensors and capturing 3D faces in the
wild, which is of great practical value.
While ARKit [2] can real-time construct 3D face models
from RGB-D data captured by iPhone X smartphone, its
underlying technique has not been made public. Most previous
work has difficulty to achieve accurate and robust real-time 3D
facial capture from RGB-D data on mobile phones. Our work
suggests that using RGB-D data and deep learning techniques
provides a promising solution, especially noticing that some
newly-released smartphones are equipped with advanced chip
(for example, Huawei’s Kirin 970 NPU) supporting deep
learning.
One limitation of our current work is that while our
medium-scale CNN can achieve real time facial performance
capture on mobile devices, our fine-scale network still cannot
due to its complexity. Optimizing the implementation and
smartly modeling the surface fine detail will help speed up.
Another limitation of our work is that we assume Lambertian
surface reflectance and smoothly varying illumination, which
may introduce artifacts in general environments (e.g., with
strong subsurface scattering, high frequency or self-shadowing).
Though our sparse approximation to the color information
could alleviate these artifacts to a certain extent, it is worth
investigating more powerful formulation to handle general
reflectance and illumination.
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